Committee urges arms sale delay

Press

TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — The Senate Foreign Relations Committee urged the administration to temporarily withhold arms sales to Egypt and Saudi Arabia, according to a summary of the panel's findings obtained by the Associated Press.

The panel, led by Sen. Joe Biden, D-Del., said the United States should delay the sale of military equipment to the two nations until the crisis in the Middle East is resolved.

The Senate panel is considering an embargo resolution that the House has already passed.

The so-called "embargo package" would prohibit the sale of certain military equipment to Egypt and Saudi Arabia, as well as other nations.

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee is scheduled to vote on the issue next week.

In the News

Pentagon to trade arms for troops

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Pentagon has reached a deal to trade arms sales for troops in a bid to ease tensions with Egypt.

The deal, which is expected to be announced in the coming days, would see the United States provide Egypt with some of its excess military equipment in exchange for the release of troops from Egypt's military service.

The agreement comes as part of a broader effort by the United States to improve relations with the Arab world.

The United States has long been a major supplier of military equipment to Egypt, providing it with a wide range of weapons and training.

However, the outbreak of the Arab Spring in 2011 led to a sharp decline in U.S. military sales to the country, as Egypt struggled to maintain its grip on power.

Despite this, the United States remains a key military partner of Egypt, providing it with a significant amount of military aid.

The new proposal aims to address this imbalance by trading arms for troops, which could help improve relations between the two countries.

The deal is expected to be announced in the coming weeks, with final details to be announced at a later date.

Workers protest worldwide in May Day marches

WASHINGTON (AP) — Workers around the world took to the streets on May Day to protest against a range of issues, including labor rights, economic inequality, and political repression.

In the United States, workers joined mass demonstrations in cities across the country, with thousands marching in New York City, Los Angeles, and Chicago.

Abroad, workers gathered in cities such as Sydney, London, and Tokyo, where they demanded better working conditions and an end to labor exploitation.

The International Workers' Day, also known as May Day, is a holiday observed in many countries to commemorate the struggle of workers for better conditions and rights.

The holiday was first celebrated in the United States in 1890, and has since grown into a major event in many countries around the world.
Iranians march to protest Shah's regime and celebrate Pentacrest. Participants included members of the Iowa City Transit System's advisory group made up of students, a faculty member and Dean Mohammad Pahlavi. What's happening out of town is no secret to them. Iran's march will be on the same day that the masks are worn, and the Pahlavi regime will be under attack.

By CAPITAL JOURNALS

But what is the mask all about? The mask is a symbol of resistance, a symbol of the fight against the Shah's regime. It is worn by people to protest the Shah's oppressive rule and to show their support for the Islamic Revolution. The mask is a powerful tool for the people of Iran to resist against the regime, and it demonstrates their determination to create a better future for their country.

The mask is a powerful symbol of resistance and solidarity, and it continues to be worn by people all over Iran to this day. It serves as a reminder of the struggle for freedom and independence, and it serves as a reminder of the strength and resilience of the Iranian people.

The mask is an important symbol of the resistance against the Shah's regime, and it serves as a powerful reminder of the fight for freedom and independence. It is a symbol of resistance and solidarity, and it continues to be worn by people all over Iran to this day. It serves as a reminder of the struggle for freedom and independence, and it serves as a reminder of the strength and resilience of the Iranian people.

For more information on the mask and the Iranian Revolution, please visit the following link: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iranian_Revolution

Why we carry 11 different Phono Cartridge lines, PLUS 10 different Turntable & Tone Arm lines.

Simply because if the music never gets off the record accurately, the rest of the system becomes irrelevant. So we specialize in the most precisely matched record-playing equipment.

Phono Cartridges AEG, Audio Technica, Grace, Supro, Grado Signature, Shure, Goldring, ADC, Stanton, G.A.S.,

Sleeving Beauty.

Turntables/Tone Arms Infinity Black Widow, Vebold, Connoisseur, Philips, Technics, Hitachi, JVC, Kenwood.
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Council against 518, for bypass

The Iowa City Council Monday opposed the current proposal for the Iowa Road Improvement Project and asked the County Engineer to review the construction of the road. The council also voted to ask the State Department of Transportation for an alternative to the southern part of Iowa.

Council member Richard Steck believes the council should not go ahead with the project because the city's residents do not want the road. He said the council should consider other options before making a decision.

Service and maintenance are the two biggest factors that concern the council. The city is requesting a $1.5 million bond to maintain the road, and the City Council's Peoria street is used by 27,000 cars a day.

Bikeways in sad condition: parts broken, no curb cuts

Parts of the bikeway on the Coralville Reservoir have fallen apart, and the city has been forced to put on a temporary repair path.

A repair at the South Bend Bridge on Monday was made with a temporary repair path. The repairs will be made to the bridge and the sidewalk.

Police Beat

A dispute over a building's location in Coralville, Iowa, has led to a series of incidents.

The Coralville police department has responded to 15 calls about the building in the past month.

The building's owner, who is also the property manager, said the police have been called to the building several times in the past month.

Other crimes in the area include cars being stolen and a few break-ins.

A CAREER IN LAW without law school

After just three months of study at the Institute for Paralegal Training, you'll have a career in the legal field. We have the first school in the country to offer a 30-week course leading to a degree in paralegal studies.

The Institute is the first school of its kind in the country and is approved by the American Bar Association. We have 2,500 graduates in 250 national locations.

If you're graduating with a high school diploma or challenging career, send in the enclosed envelope today and see everything you need to know about this exciting career as a lawyer's assistant.

BOBBIE BROOKS

ASSORTED SHORTS $6.00

(Regular 10.00)

Only at

SOMEBODY GOOFED

Jeanshop

128th East Washington
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Greyhound R:

The cure for college blues.

I'm feeling that slowly descends upon you. The exams, the pop tests, the required raving, the final exams, the library - that's all I can go through.

But you can take a break. Take a break, take a break...

Whoever it is that you can help in the library, take a break with your friends to relax. Make sure to take a break with your friends to relax.
The Colorado River is a vital resource for the American Southwest. Without it, the region would not be the rich and diverse place it is today. The river provides water for drinking, irrigation, and drinking, and it supports a wide variety of wildlife and vegetation. It is also a popular destination for recreation and tourism. However, the Colorado River faces many challenges, including drought, overuse, and pollution. It is crucial that we work together to protect and conserve this precious resource for future generations. To learn more about the Colorado River and its importance, please see the links below.

[Links to related articles and resources]

---

The President has announced a new policy to address the challenges facing the Colorado River. The policy includes measures to reduce water usage, increase conservation, and promote sustainable development. It also calls for greater cooperation among the states and tribes that share the river. The President has said that the policy is a necessary step to ensure the long-term health and sustainability of the Colorado River. For more information, please see the press release from the White House.

[Press release link]

---

The Colorado River is a vital resource for the American Southwest. Without it, the region would not be the rich and diverse place it is today. The river provides water for drinking, irrigation, and drinking, and it supports a wide variety of wildlife and vegetation. It is also a popular destination for recreation and tourism. However, the Colorado River faces many challenges, including drought, overuse, and pollution. It is crucial that we work together to protect and conserve this precious resource for future generations. To learn more about the Colorado River and its importance, please see the links below.

[Links to related articles and resources]

---

The President has announced a new policy to address the challenges facing the Colorado River. The policy includes measures to reduce water usage, increase conservation, and promote sustainable development. It also calls for greater cooperation among the states and tribes that share the river. The President has said that the policy is a necessary step to ensure the long-term health and sustainability of the Colorado River. For more information, please see the press release from the White House.

[Press release link]
**Myers and Leach employment vs. spending?**

The Employment-Hawkins bill and the proposal of increased employment across the board are opposed by the majority of the country, according to Leach. The program, he maintains, will be too hard to keep from falling back into other programs such as social security.

Leach said he was advocating targeted employment programs that go into minority groups, large employers and young people.

**Election 78**

The House-Wykoff Bluegrass bill and the proposal of increased employment across the board are opposed by the majority of the country, according to Leach. The program, he maintains, will be too hard to keep from falling back into other programs such as social security.

Leach said he was advocating targeted employment programs that go into minority groups, large employers and young people.

**Democratic Hodges favored to oppose Helms**

LARGO, N.C. (AP) — Democrat Hodges got in first at the county headquarters Sunday night after the first of the day's early voting in Wake County.

Not only poll books but also the number of people casting their ballots were down.

**East coast oil importers to get higher subsidies**

WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's oil importers will get higher subsidies under a new bill sponsored by Senator William Fulbright and North Carolina's Finance Chairman, who have estimated that the bill will cost the government $10 million.

The bill's sponsors cited a variety of reasons for the legislation, including the need to maintain energy independence and to reduce the nation's dependence on foreign oil.

**The ring sale.**

$59.95

Save up to $22

Friday is the Last Day

**GEMINI BEAUTY CULTURE**

CUTS - PERMS - TINTS

Closed Mornings

**DEMOCRAT**

B. R. Joynes

220 E. Washington

551-3004

For healthy skin & hair

**Scholl Exercise Sandals**

Kick on your Scholl Exercise Sandals and make a wish.

This is your chance to make your wildest dream come true.

Enter the Scholl "Wish Come True" Sweepstakes.

Opening our sweepstakes is almost as easy as kicking on a pair of Scholl Exercise Sandals. All you have to do is stop by your favorite drug or discount store and pick up an official entry blank (complete with contest rules). Then in 25 words or less express what your wish would be, and mail it in by August 31, 1978. If you don't have a special wish, may we suggest a free pair of Scholl Exercise Sandals?

How about flying to anywhere on your wish list, sailing away on a cruise, or buying your very own horse? Or maybe spending some time in Paris, seeing the sights, and being photographed by the paparazzi? Who knows? It depends on what you wish for.

**Sally Perry**

Men's traditional Gladium® rings and selected women's fashion rings at any independent Jeweler at $59.95. If you are looking for outstanding savings, now is the time to buy your college ring.

**The AIR CARVED REPRESENTATIVE**

Sally Perry

A large collection of rings. Ask to see them.

TODAY through FRIDAY

10:00 - 3:00

Deposit Required. Ask about MC

IOWA BOOK & SUPPLY
Man climbs 19 floors to post whale banner

CHICAGO (UPI) - Joe Healy climbed 19 stories in near freezing temperatures and was whisked off in a police van by Friday afternoon.

"He didn't even pick it up a week ago," said Chief Deputy Fire Marshal Charles Henry. A 19-story window had been broken in one of the many floors of the building. He was greeted by applauding friends.

"If he's in, he's in," Mayor Harold Washington said as he watched the banner being raised. He was awarded a fine of $35.

This week at

GABE'S

Wednesday - One night only

COAL KITCHEN Funky Rock

Thursday, Friday and Saturday

LITTLE RED ROOSTER BAND Rhythm & Blues

Read Classifieds!

This week at

SCRAPS

Tonight Featuring

25C Beers & 8il closing

no cover til

Nuclear-power protesters submit to orderly arrest

The anti-nuclear forces have been advocating that it be closed down and converted to a non-nuclear facility. The anti-nuclear forces have been demonstrating in front of the building. The protests continued a three-day general strike against All-Trades-General Service.

House rejects Humphrey fellowship

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The House Monday rejected a resolution to award Senator Hubert Humphrey a fellowship for the 1978-79 academic year. The resolution was defeated.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

High protest

Joe Healy, 24, a freelance photographer, attaches a banner early Monday to the site of the world's tallest building, the Sears Tower. The banner reads, "The arrest of Joe Healy, running a police van, by the 19th floor.

Commander. dept. says economic woes linger

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Commander. department said today that the economic woes of winter are still lingering. He was greeted by applauding friends.

NATIONAL ANTHEM playlist:

19-20

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1. Center of economic woes

2. President Carter's chief economic advisor

3. The result of the first quarter's economic woes

4. Economic problems of winter

5. The department said today that the economic woes of winter are still lingering.
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7. A national brand of toothpaste
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17. A national brand of toothpaste

18. The result of the first quarter's economic woes

19. President Carter's chief economic advisor

20. Economic problems of winter

SOUTH BY SOUTHWEST

See poster.

No cover charge
The haunting, gentle music of falling water

By Von V. Stover

Judging by its looks, you wouldn't think much of it as a musical instrument. However, for many Africans, the mbira is indeed a musical instrument. It is a type of musical instrument that is played with a metal stick. The mbira is also known as the jew's harp. It is a small, portable instrument that is made of wood and is used to create a variety of sounds. The mbira is particularly popular in Shona culture. The mbira is a traditional instrument that is used in many African cultures. It is a symbol of strength and wisdom. The mbira is an important part of African music and culture. It is a instrument that is enjoyed by many people. It is a instrument that is enjoyed by many people. It is a instrument that is enjoyed by many people.
Bucks, Nuggets in showdown

**Bucks**

Larry Olsthoorn, Iowa's 6-10 center, was all smiles Thursday when he was granted his wish to leave basketball Director Bob Ewald.

The release allows Olsthoorn, a two-time All-Big Eight honoree and a two-time all-America selection, to pursue his college education in earnest.

**Titans**

Vitale leaves Titans, accepts Pistons' offer

**Sportsscripts**

**Hawks**

Lakazoo Laces Club boxes in Missouri

**Scoreboard**

**Riverside Special (carry out)**

**Olsthoorn granted release**
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NFL scouts scramble for cream of college crop

Oilers boast All-America backfield

Bibby aids Bucs, 7-4

Hawkeyes await pro football draft

Thank goodness the best things never change.